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Abstract

Large pre-trained models have proved to be
remarkable zero- and (prompt-based) few-
shot learners in unimodal vision and language
tasks. We propose MAPL, a simple and
parameter-efficient method that reuses frozen
pre-trained unimodal models and leverages
their strong generalization capabilities in mul-
timodal vision-language (VL) settings. MAPL
learns a lightweight mapping between the rep-
resentation spaces of unimodal models using
aligned image-text data, and can generalize to
unseen VL tasks from just a few in-context
examples. The small number of trainable pa-
rameters makes MAPL effective at low-data
and in-domain learning. Moreover, MAPL’s
modularity enables easy extension to other pre-
trained models. Extensive experiments on sev-
eral visual question answering and image cap-
tioning benchmarks show that MAPL achieves
superior or competitive performance compared
to similar methods while training orders of
magnitude fewer parameters. MAPL can be
trained in just a few hours using modest com-
putational resources and public datasets. We
release our code and pre-trained model weights
at https://github.com/oscmansan/mapl.

1 Introduction

Over the past few years, natural language process-
ing and computer vision have witnessed impressive
progress in learning models capable of transferring
to unseen tasks or benchmarks (Brown et al., 2020;
Zhang et al., 2022; Radford et al., 2021; Jia et al.,
2021). Recently referred to as foundation mod-
els (Bommasani et al., 2021), these can be adapted
to a wide range of unimodal vision and language
tasks without any additional training.

In this work, we study reusing such powerful
unimodal foundation models for multimodal vision-
language (VL) downstream tasks. In particular,
we propose to connect a vision encoder, such as

*denotes equal contribution.

CLIP (Radford et al., 2021), to an autoregressive
language model (LM), such as GPT (Radford et al.,
2018, 2019; Brown et al., 2020), with minimal
additional training on multimodal data. Our goal is
to obtain a single VL model that can leverage the
in-context learning abilities (Brown et al., 2020)
of the pre-trained LM to generalize to unseen VL
tasks from just a few examples.

One challenge in connecting vision encoders
with LMs is aligning the visual and textual rep-
resentation spaces. Recent works have approached
this by adapting the LM to visual representations,
either by fine-tuning the entire LM (Dai et al., 2022)
or training adapter layers (Eichenberg et al., 2021;
Alayrac et al., 2022). These systems are computa-
tionally expensive to train as they have a large num-
ber of learnable parameters (hundreds of millions to
a few billions) and use large-scale multimodal train-
ing data. On the other hand, Frozen (Tsimpoukelli
et al., 2021) keeps the LM frozen, thus learning
∼10× less parameters than the above methods.
However, it requires training a visual encoder from
scratch, which is also computationally expensive.

Differently, we aim to reuse large pre-trained
unimodal models while keeping them completely
frozen and free of adapter layers. We present
MAPL (Multimodal Adaptation of Pre-trained
vision and Language models), a simple and
parameter-efficient VL model capable of tackling
unseen VL tasks. MAPL learns a lightweight
mapping between the representation spaces of pre-
trained unimodal models. MAPL has orders of
magnitude fewer parameters than previous meth-
ods (including Frozen) and can be trained in just a
few hours. Moreover, MAPL’s modularity makes
it general-purpose and easily extensible to newer
and/or better pre-trained models. We evaluate
MAPL on various image captioning and visual
question answering (VQA) benchmarks and com-
pare with Frozen (Tsimpoukelli et al., 2021) in a
controlled setup. MAPL significantly outperforms
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Frozen and achieves competitive performance com-
pared to other methods (Eichenberg et al., 2021;
Dai et al., 2022) trained on comparably sized data.

We further investigate the parameter efficiency
of MAPL by training on only 1% of multimodal
data (thousands of examples); we call this setting
low-data learning. We also study in-domain learn-
ing: training on image-text pairs from the same
domain as the downstream task domains. We train
MAPL directly on 100% and 1% of in-domain
data for each downstream task, without first pre-
training on large-scale domain-agnostic data. Thus,
we train specialized versions of MAPL for each
downstream domain. Such low-data and in-domain
learning are particularly useful when it is difficult
to pre-train on large-scale domain-agnostic data.
We found MAPL to be more effective than Frozen
trained under the same settings.

To summarize, our contributions are: 1) we in-
troduce MAPL, a parameter-efficient method ca-
pable of tackling unseen VL tasks, which can be
trained using only modest computational resources
and public datasets; 2) we conduct extensive ex-
periments spanning various image captioning and
VQA benchmarks, demonstrating MAPL achieves
superior or competitive performance compared to
similar methods while training orders of magnitude
fewer parameters; and 3) we further investigate
the parameter-efficiency of MAPL in two settings:
low-data and in-domain. Our experiments show
that MAPL is more effective than the considered
methods in both settings.

2 Related Work

Fine-tuning based VL methods. A popular fam-
ily of VL methods are based on the pre-training +
fine-tuning paradigm. These methods are either
encoder-only (Lu et al., 2019; Tan and Bansal,
2019; Chen et al., 2019; Li et al., 2020; Zhang
et al., 2021) or encoder-decoder methods (Cho
et al., 2021; Wang et al., 2021; Jin et al., 2022;
Li et al., 2021) and use transformer-based archi-
tectures. These transformers are first pre-trained
on domain-agnostic image-text pairs (e.g., Con-
ceptual Captions (Sharma et al., 2018)) using self-
supervised objectives, and then fine-tuned for each
downstream task (e.g., VQA, image captioning).
More recent models that are designed specifically
for the task of image captioning use large pre-
trained LMs (e.g., GPT-2 (Radford et al., 2019))
and fine-tune these models with image-caption

pairs (Chen et al., 2021; Mokady et al., 2021; Luo
et al., 2022). While all these approaches yield
state-of-the-art performance for the tasks they are
fine-tuned on, the learned model weights are highly
specialized for a single task and cannot transfer
to new tasks with zero or few examples. Differ-
ently, MAPL reuses the same set of weights for all
downstream tasks without any additional training.

Few-shot learning based VL methods. Most
similar to MAPL are methods that tackle unseen
VL tasks in a zero/few-shot manner, by leveraging
the in-context learning abilities of large pre-trained
LMs (e.g., GPT-3 (Brown et al., 2020). These meth-
ods connect a vision encoder with a pre-trained LM
to tackle VL tasks. Some methods (Dai et al., 2022;
Hao et al., 2022) achieve this connection by fine-
tuning the entire LM on image-text data, while
others only train adapter layers inserted into the
LM (Eichenberg et al., 2021). The vision encoder is
pre-trained and kept frozen in both cases. Concur-
rent work Flamingo (Alayrac et al., 2022) pushes
this idea even further by scaling up the amount
of training data and the LM size. While inserting
adapter layers requires training fewer parameters
compared to fine-tuning the entire LM, the number
of trainable parameters is still >100M; in contrast,
MAPL only has 3.4M trainable parameters. Addi-
tionally, inserting adapter layers is not straightfor-
ward since it requires modifying the computational
graph of the LM; MAPL only adds an external
mapping network, which is easier to incorporate
on top of pre-trained models. On the other hand,
Frozen (Tsimpoukelli et al., 2021) keeps the pre-
trained LM frozen and instead trains a vision en-
coder from scratch. This approach does not scale
well with larger vision encoders (Sec. 4.5). MAPL
keeps both the vision encoder and the LM frozen
(thus further reducing the number of trainable pa-
rameters) and only learns a lightweight mapping
network to connect both frozen models. Similar to
MAPL, concurrent work LiMBeR (Merullo et al.,
2022) also proposes to connect a frozen vision en-
coder with a frozen LM but using a linear mapping,
which is not as parameter- and compute-efficient
as MAPL (Sec. 4.5).

Mapping networks. MAPL trains a mapping net-
work to align the visual and textual representations
of the visual encoder and the LM, respectively. The
architecture of our mapping network has some sim-
ilarities with that in ClipCap (Mokady et al., 2021)
and the Perceiver Resampler in Flamingo (Alayrac
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Figure 1: MAPL leverages a pre-trained vision encoder and a pre-trained LM, and learns a small mapping network
to convert visual features into token embeddings. During training, only the mapping network is updated, keeping
the vision encoder and the LM frozen (red arrows indicate gradient flow). At inference time, the system can take as
input an arbitrary sequence of interleaved images and text, and generates free-form text as output.

et al., 2022). They all share a core transformer stack
and a fixed number of learned constant embeddings.
However, MAPL’s mapping network is specifically
designed to be parameter-efficient while maintain-
ing expressivity (Sec. 3.1), containing only 3.4M
parameters – orders of magnitude fewer than Clip-
Cap’s (43M) and Flamingo’s (194M).

3 Method

MAPL is a vision-language (VL) multimodal
model capable of generating text from a combina-
tion of visual and textual inputs. Our model builds
on top of pre-trained vision-only and language-only
models and leverages their strong generalization ca-
pabilities (e.g., zero-shot transfer, in-context learn-
ing) to tackle unseen VL tasks. MAPL is agnostic
to the choice of these pre-trained unimodal models
as long as they show such capabilities (Sec. 4.5).
Concretely, MAPL maps the image representations
from a vision encoder’s output embedding space
to a LM’s token embedding space, so that the LM
can be conditioned both on visual and textual infor-
mation. To this end, we train a mapping network
with an image captioning objective (Sec. 3.1, 3.2),
while keeping the weights of the vision encoder
and the LM frozen. Once the mapping network is
trained, MAPL can be prompted with a few exam-
ples of unseen VL tasks and predict the response
via text generation (Sec. 3.3). The overall model
architecture is depicted in Figure 1.

3.1 Architecture

Pre-trained vision encoder. The vision encoder
extracts a compact representation from an image.

We use a CLIP (Radford et al., 2021) pre-trained
vision encoder, which is trained on web-scale data
and has shown strong zero-shot transfer capabil-
ities to unseen image domains. In particular, we
use CLIP’s ViT-L/14 backbone (Dosovitskiy et al.,
2020) since we empirically found it yields the
best downstream VL performance among all vari-
ants. We use the flattened grid of spatial features
(16× 16) before the final projection layer and the
representation corresponding to the [class] token,
resulting in a sequence of Li = 257 vectors of di-
mensionality Di = 1024 each. This sequence of
vectors is then fed to the mapping network.

Pre-trained autoregressive language model.
Given an input text, the language model (LM) pre-
dicts its most likely completion by generating free-
form text. For our LM, we use a pre-trained GPT-J
model (Wang and Komatsuzaki, 2021) 1, a publicly-
released 6B-parameter autoregressive LM trained
on the Pile dataset (Gao et al., 2020). We chose this
LM due to its strong in-context learning abilities,
similar to that of GPT-3 (Brown et al., 2020) (which
is not publicly available). The LM takes as input a
text string, which is first divided into a sequence of
discrete tokens by the LM’s tokenizer. Each token
is then individually transformed into a continuous
embedding (of size Do = 4096) by the LM’s em-
bedder. The sequence of token embeddings is fed
to the self-attention layers in the LM’s transformer
block (using causal attention), which outputs a se-
quence of categorical distributions over the token
vocabulary. Finally, a decoding mechanism gener-
ates free-form text from these distributions (greedy

1We also experiment with an OPT model, see Sec. 4.5.
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Figure 2: The mapping network takes a flattened grid
of Li visual features of dimension Di each from the
vision encoder and transforms it into a sequence of token
embeddings of length Lo and dimension Do, where Do

is the token embedding dimension of the LM. Note that
the parameters are shared across fully-connected (FC)
layers, on both sides of the encoder transformer.

decoding in our case).

Mapping network. The mapping network trans-
forms a sequence of visual features from the vision
encoder to a sequence of continuous embeddings
which can be consumed by the LM’s transformer.
We design our mapping network considering the
trade-off between expressivity (to learn a good map-
ping) and parameter count. Our architecture is
based on a transformer encoder with 4 layers and 8
heads each. This transformer could directly take a
sequence of projected visual features (from Di to
Do) and output a sequence of embeddings of size
Do. However, in order to keep a low parameter
count, we decouple the transformer hidden size Dh

from the visual feature size Di and the LM em-
bedding size Do by introducing a dimensionality
bottleneck (Figure 2). In particular, each visual
feature is first linearly projected from Di = 1024
to Dh = 256 using a set of fully-connected (FC)
layers. This sequence of projected features is then
fed to the transformer, and the output representa-
tions are linearly projected from Dh to Do = 4096
using another set of FC layers. To further reduce
the parameter count of our mapping network, we
share parameters across all FC layers in each set.

Yet another idea we use in our mapping network
is to decouple the output sequence length of the
transformer (Lo) from the input sequence length
(Li). We do this to obtain a much smaller Lo = 32
compared to Li = 257, in order to reduce the com-
putational complexity in the subsequent LM’s self-
attention layers, which in turn speeds up training

and inference time. To achieve this decoupling,
inspired by DETR (Carion et al., 2020), we con-
catenate a small and fixed number (Lo) of learned
constant embeddings with the input sequence of the
transformer and only use the output representations
corresponding to these constant embeddings (Fig-
ure 2). Note that these output representations are
conditioned on the input visual features via cross-
attention in the transformer. The resulting mapping
network architecture is shown in Figure 2. In total,
our mapping network contains only 3.4M parame-
ters. Since this is the only trainable component of
our model, MAPL has orders of magnitude fewer
total trainable parameters than existing methods
such as Frozen (40.3M) or Flamingo (10.2B).

3.2 Training
Following previous works (Tsimpoukelli et al.,
2021; Eichenberg et al., 2021), we train our model
using a standard language modeling objective on
image captions with teacher forcing (Lamb et al.,
2016), i.e., we minimize the negative log-likelihood
of the reference captions under the LM conditioned
on the corresponding images. We only train the
mapping network (from scratch) while keeping the
vision encoder and the LM entirely frozen. This
preserves the pre-trained models’ capabilities while
making the system modular and parameter-efficient.
Even though the LM’s weights are kept frozen, gra-
dients are still back-propagated through its self-
attention layers to train the mapping network.

3.3 Zero- and Few-shot Evaluation
Once the mapping network is trained, MAPL can
tackle unseen VL tasks by prompting the LM with
a combination of visual and textual inputs. We
study zero-shot transfer to unseen image captioning
benchmarks and few-shot transfer (via in-context
learning) to the unseen task of visual question an-
swering (VQA). For image captioning, we simply
feed the mapped image embedding to the LM and
start generating a caption. For zero-shot VQA,
following Tsimpoukelli et al. (2021), we feed the
mapped image embedding followed by the text
“Please answer the question. Question:
{question} Answer:”2 and start generating the
answer. For n-shot VQA, we select n support
examples (image, question, answer) from the
training set at random, and prepend them to the

2Here {question} indicates a placeholder which gets re-
placed by the corresponding question in each example. Same
applies to {answer} in the few-shot setting.
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query; for each support example, we concate-
nate the mapped image embedding with the text
“Please answer the question. Question:
{question} Answer: {answer}”.

4 Experiments

4.1 Experimental settings
Evaluation benchmarks. We evaluate MAPL on
several VL benchmarks spanning VQA and image
captioning. Note that our model is never trained
for the task of VQA. For VQA, we evaluate on
the validation splits of VQAv2 (Goyal et al., 2017),
OK-VQA (Marino et al., 2019), TextVQA (Singh
et al., 2019) and VizWiz-VQA (Gurari et al.,
2018), and report performance using VQA accu-
racy (after the standard normalization (Antol et al.,
2015)). For image captioning, we evaluate on the
Karpathy-test split (Karpathy and Fei-Fei, 2015) of
COCO Captions (Chen et al., 2015), and the vali-
dation splits of Conceptual Captions (CC) (Sharma
et al., 2018)3, TextCaps (Sidorov et al., 2020) and
VizWiz-Captions (Gurari et al., 2018), and report
performance using the BLEU@4, ROUGE-L, ME-
TEOR, CIDEr and SPICE metrics.
Training settings. We consider two settings to
train our mapping network: domain-agnostic and
in-domain training (described below). For each of
these settings, we also study low-data learning by
training our model on randomly sampled subsets
of 1% training image-text pairs. Such low-data
learning is useful when it is difficult to train models
on large-scale data due to constraints on compute
resources, data availability, etc.

For domain-agnostic training, we use the CC
dataset, which is gathered by automatically scrap-
ing images and their corresponding alt-text fields
from web pages. Thus, this dataset is not as clean
as manually-curated datasets such as COCO Cap-
tions (e.g., the caption may not describe the image).
Nevertheless, due to its large size (3.3M) and great
diversity, it is the most commonly used dataset for
domain-agnostic pre-training of VL models. How-
ever, for our model – having orders of magnitude
less trainable parameters than other methods –, we
observed the negative effect of noise in CC to be
stronger than the positive effect of its large size
(Sec. 4.4). Therefore, we train MAPL on a fil-
tered version of CC (CC-clean) consisting of the
top 398K most similar image-text pairs ranked by

3Due to broken image URLs, we only managed to down-
load 13K out of 15K validation images.

CLIP’s image-text similarity score.4 For complete-
ness, we also report MAPL’s performance when
trained on the unfiltered CC dataset.

For in-domain training, we use image-caption
pairs that come from the same domain as the down-
stream task domains, i.e., they have similar image
and language distributions as those in the down-
stream datasets. For the image captioning down-
stream task, this amounts to the IID setting. The
in-domain image captioning and VQA dataset pairs
we consider are shown in Table 1. Each pair uses
the same set of images, and focuses on the same
set of VL skills; for instance, scene understanding
(COCO Caps and VQAv2), reading and reasoning
about text in images (TextCaps and TextVQA), un-
derstanding images captured by visually-impaired
users (VizWiz-Caps and VizWiz-VQA), thus lead-
ing to similar image and language distributions
across image-captioning and VQA. We train MAPL
on both 100% and 1% of in-domain image-caption
data and evaluate on all downstream benchmarks
(including out-of-domain ones, e.g., VizWiz-VQA
when trained on COCO Caps). Such in-domain
training can be useful when it is difficult to first
train on large-scale domain-agnostic data and then
adapt to in-domain data by either fine-tuning or
few-shot prompting.

VQAv2 OK-VQA TextVQA VizWiz-VQA

COCO Caps ✓ ✓

TextCaps ✓

VizWiz-Caps ✓

Table 1: In-domain dataset pairs.

Training details. For Conceptual Captions,
TextCaps and VizWiz-Captions, we carve out a
minival split consisting of 6% of training exam-
ples and train on the remaining 94%; for COCO
Captions, we use the Karpathy-val split as mini-
val. We use the AdamW optimizer with β1 = 0.9,
β2 = 0.95, and a weight decay of 0.01. The learn-
ing rate is increased linearly from 0 to 3 × 10−4

(7 × 10−4 for OPT-based models) over the first
1500 steps (15 for 1% of data) and kept constant
for the rest of training. We use a batch size of 128
and we do early stopping based on the minival loss.
We do not add any special tokens at the beginning
of sentence, as GPT-J was not trained with <BOS>
tokens. In order to fit a 6B-parameter LM into
GPU memory, we use DeepSpeed ZeRO (Rajbhan-

4We selected a threshold on CLIP’s similarity score such
that the size of the filtered dataset is comparable to the size of
manually curated datasets such as COCO Captions.
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Trainable Training n-shot VQAv2 n-shot OK-VQA n-shot TextVQA n-shot VizWiz-VQA n-shot Overall
params examples 0 4 8 0 4 8 0 4 8 0 4 8 0 4 8

Existing methods using domain-agnostic training
Frozen 40.3M† 3.3M 29.50 38.20 - 5.90 12.60 - - - - - - - - - -
MAGMA CC12M 243M† 3.8M 36.90 45.40 - 13.90 23.40 - - - - 5.60 10.60 - - - -
VLKD CC3M 406M 3.3M 38.60 - - 10.50 - - - - - - - - - - -
LiMBeR-CLIP‡ 12.6M† 3.3M 33.33 40.34 - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Flamingo‡ 10.2B >2.1B - - - 50.60 57.40 57.50 35.00 36.50 37.30 - - - - - -

100% domain-agnostic training
MAPL-blind CC-clean 3.4M 374K 20.62 35.01 35.11 4.84 14.68 14.28 3.68 5.43 5.82 3.18 8.65 9.55 8.08 15.94 16.19
Frozen∗ CC-clean 40.3M 374K 25.98 37.80 38.52 5.51 18.86 19.91 5.11 6.15 6.30 4.33 11.28 16.68 10.23 18.52 20.35
MAPL CC-clean 3.4M 374K 33.54 45.13 45.21 13.84 24.25 23.93 8.26 8.88 8.77 11.72 18.46 19.52 16.84 24.18 24.36

1% domain-agnostic training
Frozen∗ CC-clean 40.3M 3.7K 26.22 36.69 37.41 5.50 18.76 20.51 5.71 7.19 7.53 3.83 11.71 16.66 10.31 18.58 20.53
MAPL CC-clean 3.4M 3.7K 30.80 37.38 37.95 8.77 18.18 19.15 6.40 7.07 7.74 5.68 9.26 10.58 12.91 17.97 18.85

100% in-domain training
PICa∗ 0 0 20.61 46.86 47.80 11.84 31.28 33.07 - - - - - - - - -
Frozen∗ COCO 40.3M 414K 32.09 38.90 39.42 9.81 20.72 21.83 7.54 6.82 6.74 5.87 12.07 17.35 13.82 19.63 21.33
Frozen∗ TextCaps 40.3M 103K 32.49 37.39 38.03 11.34 19.87 20.82 8.83 7.33 7.51 6.25 12.26 16.86 14.73 19.21 20.80
Frozen∗ VizWiz 40.3M 110K 26.93 37.38 37.91 5.85 19.12 20.64 6.38 7.44 7.47 5.57 13.06 18.06 11.18 19.25 21.02
MAPL COCO 3.4M 414K 43.51 48.75 48.44 18.27 31.13 31.63 10.99 11.10 11.08 14.05 17.72 19.18 21.70 27.17 27.58
MAPL TextCaps 3.4M 103K 38.83 43.34 43.43 16.33 25.07 25.92 22.27 19.53 19.75 12.31 16.69 18.18 22.43 26.15 26.82
MAPL VizWiz 3.4M 110K 32.80 42.94 43.20 11.70 24.91 25.73 9.27 10.36 10.23 10.42 20.63 23.10 16.05 24.71 25.56

1% in-domain training
Frozen∗ COCO 40.3M 4.1K 30.18 37.23 37.89 9.33 19.60 20.71 7.43 7.65 7.67 4.37 12.00 16.48 12.83 19.12 20.69
Frozen∗ TextCaps 40.3M 1.0K 32.09 36.72 37.25 10.75 18.85 19.51 8.17 7.57 7.28 5.39 11.79 16.20 14.10 18.73 20.06
Frozen∗ VizWiz 40.3M 1.1K 29.62 37.30 37.87 7.57 19.36 20.60 7.16 7.17 7.25 4.53 12.51 17.56 12.22 19.08 20.82
MAPL COCO 3.4M 4.1K 37.69 40.42 40.84 13.92 21.66 22.41 8.30 6.96 6.84 6.94 10.72 12.43 16.71 19.94 20.63
MAPL TextCaps 3.4M 1.0K 33.57 36.70 36.87 12.46 17.45 18.21 9.34 8.29 8.62 6.54 9.58 11.62 15.48 18.00 18.83
MAPL VizWiz 3.4M 1.1K 31.88 36.81 37.04 9.59 17.64 17.64 7.25 5.99 6.04 4.73 9.48 11.33 13.36 17.48 18.01

Table 2: Evaluation on few-shot VQA. For MAGMA CC12M and VLKD CC3M, we report their best results when
training only on domain-agnostic data (CC12M and CC3M, respectively). (†) indicates our informed estimation. (‡)
indicates concurrent work.

dari et al., 2020) stage 2 optimizations. Freezing
the LM’s weights also brings massive savings in
GPU memory during training, as fine-tuning with
an Adam-based optimizer would require at least
4× GPU memory to store gradients, average, and
squared average of the gradients. The whole system
was trained on 4 A100 (40GB) GPUs for about 4
hours (for the CC-clean dataset). Unless otherwise
stated, we repeat the experiments with two different
random seeds and report the average performance.

Existing methods and baselines. We report the
performance of several baselines and existing meth-
ods. First, to verify that the LM in MAPL is not
ignoring the visual input, inspired by Tsimpoukelli
et al. (2021), we train a blind version of MAPL
(MAPL-blind) where the input images are replaced
with zeros but the mapping network weights are
still trained (to serve as prompt-tuning for the LM).
Second, to estimate the upper-bound on how well
we can do in VQA by representing images with
text (rather than with continuous embeddings), we
evaluate PICa (Yang et al., 2021), which directly
prompts the LM with image captions, followed
by questions for VQA. We reimplement PICa
(denoted PICa∗) using MAPL’s LM (and evaluate
on VQAv2 and OK-VQA using ground-truth
COCO captions) for controlled comparison. Third,
we compare MAPL with Frozen (Tsimpoukelli
et al., 2021), as this is the most similar method to
ours that also uses a frozen LM. We reimplement

Frozen (denoted Frozen∗) using MAPL’s LM
for controlled comparison. Lastly, we report the
performance of other methods similar to MAPL:
MAGMA (Eichenberg et al., 2021), VLKD (Dai
et al., 2022), LiMBeR (Merullo et al., 2022),
ClipCap (Mokady et al., 2021) and the published
numbers from Frozen (Tsimpoukelli et al., 2021).5

Note that all these methods (unless otherwise
noted) are trained on domain-agnostic data, so we
only compare with MAPL trained on CC-clean.
For completeness, we also report results from
Flamingo (Alayrac et al., 2022), which has orders
of magnitude more learnable parameters than
MAPL and is trained on considerably more data.

4.2 Evaluation of domain-agnostic learning

We report few-shot VQA results in Table 2 and
image captioning results in Table 3. Subscripts in
the first column denote the training dataset. Over-
all accuracies denote average of per-benchmark
accuracies. First, we see that MAPL CC-clean sub-
stantially outperforms MAPL-blind CC-clean both
on VQA and image captioning, proving that the
visual inputs are not ignored by the LM in MAPL.
Second, we find that MAPL CC-clean outperforms
Frozen∗ CC-clean by a considerable margin on all VL
benchmarks (with overall accuracy improvements
of +6.61% 0-shot and +5.66% 4-shot on VQA tasks,

5We only add results which are reported on the same
dataset splits as in MAPL.
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Trainable Training CC COCO TextCaps VizWiz-Caps Overall
params examples B@4 CIDEr B@4 CIDEr B@4 CIDEr B@4 CIDEr B@4 CIDEr

Existing methods using domain-agnostic training
ClipCap CC3M 43M 3.3M - 71.82 - - - - - - - -
VLKD CC3M 406M 3.3M - - 18.20 61.10 - - - - - -

100% domain-agnostic training
MAPL-blind CC-clean 3.4M 374K 0.35 5.05 2.75 5.75 1.35 2.15 1.50 1.80 1.49 3.69
Frozen∗ CC-clean 40.3M 374K 2.45 22.60 5.25 13.90 2.65 4.60 2.05 2.65 3.10 10.94
MAPL CC-clean 3.4M 374K 6.75 79.75 12.30 54.30 5.80 22.95 4.95 20.95 7.45 44.49

1% domain-agnostic training
Frozen∗ CC-clean 40.3M 3.7K 0.75 6.55 3.05 5.25 1.70 1.65 1.50 1.40 1.75 3.71
MAPL CC-clean 3.4M 3.7K 1.75 19.65 5.80 17.85 2.70 5.40 2.15 4.85 3.10 11.94

100% in-domain training
Frozen∗ COCO 40.3M 414K 0.65 9.05 20.05 61.35 6.95 11.75 5.45 6.20 8.28 22.09
Frozen∗ TextCaps 40.3M 103K 0.20 3.55 4.05 6.70 8.85 16.95 4.40 5.25 4.38 8.11
Frozen∗ VizWiz 40.3M 110K 0.25 4.40 3.75 6.05 4.10 5.65 19.00 76.85 6.78 23.24
ClipCap COCO 43M 414K - - 33.53 113.08 - - - - - -
MAPL COCO 3.4M 414K 2.25 34.50 36.45 125.20 16.60 41.40 18.00 41.35 18.33 60.61
MAPL TextCaps 3.4M 103K 0.90 13.05 9.80 28.65 18.35 62.55 11.20 31.85 10.06 34.03
MAPL VizWiz 3.4M 110K 0.90 18.80 13.55 48.35 11.35 31.20 34.70 141.30 15.13 59.91

1% in-domain training
Frozen∗ COCO 40.3M 4.1K 0.25 3.60 6.20 12.80 2.80 3.15 2.85 2.30 3.03 5.46
Frozen∗ TextCaps 40.3M 1.0K 0.10 2.60 1.65 2.80 3.65 5.00 2.00 2.25 1.85 3.16
Frozen∗ VizWiz 40.3M 1.1K 0.20 3.40 2.90 3.20 3.35 3.45 12.70 40.55 4.79 12.65
MAPL COCO 3.4M 4.1K 0.80 12.10 19.65 65.90 7.00 12.85 6.20 9.60 8.41 25.11
MAPL TextCaps 3.4M 1.0K 0.30 3.90 4.10 8.05 8.35 16.90 5.00 7.25 4.44 9.03
MAPL VizWiz 3.4M 1.1K 0.20 3.90 2.95 4.80 3.45 5.05 18.40 71.10 6.25 21.21

Table 3: Evaluation on image captioning. For VLKD CC3M, we report their best results when training only on
domain-agnostic data (CC3M).

Training VQAv2 OK-VQA TextVQA VizWiz-VQA CC COCO TextCaps VizWiz-Caps Overall
examples 4-shot 4-shot 4-shot 4-shot CIDEr CIDEr CIDEr CIDEr 4-shot CIDEr

Frozen∗ CC-clean 0.4M 37.79 19.29 6.25 11.11 22.70 14.00 5.00 2.70 18.61 11.10
Frozen∗ CC-cleanish 1.0M 37.82 18.49 6.12 10.16 37.60 20.60 6.60 3.20 18.15 17.00
Frozen∗ CC 2.7M 37.81 18.33 5.56 9.97 57.60 22.20 8.00 4.20 17.92 23.00
MAPL CC-clean 0.4M 44.35 24.03 9.65 17.33 72.70 54.60 23.80 21.10 23.84 43.05
MAPL CC-cleanish 1.0M 46.63 25.99 8.48 19.65 88.30 54.10 22.30 19.80 25.19 46.13
MAPL CC 2.7M 43.26 20.96 5.20 19.31 101.10 44.10 16.70 15.90 22.18 44.45

Table 4: Impact of data quality and size. These experiments are run with one seed only.

+4.35 BLEU@4 and +33.55 CIDEr on image cap-
tioning tasks). Importantly, this is achieved while
training an order of magnitude fewer parameters
(3.4M vs 40.3M). Next, MAPL CC-clean is com-
petitive compared to existing methods (MAGMA,
VLKD, ClipCap) and concurrent work LiMBeR,
despite training one-two orders of magnitude fewer
parameters on significantly less multimodal data.
Lastly, MAPL CC-clean’s performance is still far
from the performance of Flamingo, which trains
orders of magnitude more parameters on orders of
magnitude more data. However, we believe MAPL
to be an effective method for scenarios with con-
strained computational resources. For MAPL’s
qualitative results, see App. 4.6.

Low-data learning. When trained on only 1%
domain-agnostic data, MAPL CC-clean outperforms
Frozen∗ CC-clean for all image captioning evalua-
tions (by +1.35 BLEU@4 and +8.23 CIDEr, over-
all) and all 0-shot VQA evaluations (by +2.60%
overall accuracy), while achieving competitive per-

formance on 4- and 8-shot VQA evaluations. In
summary, these results show the effectiveness of
our method in low-data settings, highlighting its
usefulness for applications where data is scarce.

4.3 Evaluation of in-domain learning

In Tables 2 and 3, we observe that both MAPL
and Frozen∗ benefit from directly training on in-
domain data, compared to few-shot transfer from
large-scale domain-agnostic pretraining. For in-
stance, MAPL COCO and Frozen∗ COCO respectively
outperform MAPL CC-clean and Frozen∗ CC-clean
on VQAv2, OK-VQA and COCO Captions when
trained on 100% of data. Interestingly, this per-
formance gap is larger for MAPL compared to
Frozen∗ by +2% 0-shot accuracy and +3.77% 4-
shot accuracy averaged across VQAv2 and OK-
VQA, and +9.35 BLEU@4 and +23.45 CIDEr
on COCO Captions. A similar trend can be ob-
served for TextCaps and TextVQA. Surprisingly,
for 0-shot VQA and image captioning, training
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Vision Language Mapping VQAv2 OK-VQA TextVQA VizWiz-VQA CC COCO TextCaps VizWiz-Caps Overall
encoder model network 0-shot 4-shot 0-shot 4-shot 0-shot 4-shot 0-shot 4-shot CIDEr CIDEr CIDEr CIDEr 0-shot 4-shot CIDEr

Frozen∗ NF-ResNet-50 GPT-J Transformer 27.98 36.66 5.88 18.44 4.56 7.87 3.67 10.32 21.79 14.87 5.42 3.03 10.52 18.32 11.28
Frozen∗ ViT-L/16 GPT-J Transformer 27.82 36.60 5.64 16.26 3.67 5.27 4.70 11.77 13.19 8.77 2.88 2.35 10.46 17.48 6.80
Frozen∗ ViT-L/14 GPT-J Transformer 24.45 36.03 4.14 16.27 3.91 5.33 3.27 10.09 13.89 8.27 2.66 2.50 8.94 16.93 6.83
MAPL CLIP-ViT-L/14 GPT-J Transformer 33.54 45.13 13.84 24.25 8.26 8.88 11.72 18.46 79.75 54.30 22.95 20.95 16.84 24.18 44.49
MAPL IN-NF-ResNet-50 GPT-J Transformer 28.12 40.86 10.86 21.66 6.15 7.01 6.40 14.22 39.64 32.99 12.41 9.55 12.88 20.94 23.65
MAPL IN-ViT-L/16 GPT-J Transformer 31.70 43.75 11.13 25.50 6.16 7.40 8.93 16.45 56.33 45.80 17.12 16.28 14.48 23.28 33.88
Frozen∗ NF-ResNet-50 OPT-6.7B Transformer 30.16 32.72 8.10 13.79 5.44 6.81 7.15 6.77 25.40 17.80 6.90 4.00 12.71 15.02 13.53
MAPL CLIP-ViT-L/14 OPT-6.7B Transformer 23.26 33.95 15.27 16.25 8.90 6.41 15.40 9.47 66.60 54.40 23.30 19.60 15.71 16.52 40.98
MAPL CLIP-ViT-L/14 GPT-J Linear 30.55 37.09 12.20 16.69 7.02 5.80 8.81 12.49 60.00 43.80 18.30 13.70 14.65 18.02 33.95
MAPL CLIP-ViT-L/14 GPT-J MLP 28.99 43.69 11.07 25.33 6.60 8.39 9.73 17.14 70.40 49.10 20.90 20.30 14.10 23.64 40.18

Table 5: Ablation studies. We assess the impact of the choice of vision encoder (top), LM (middle) and mapping
network architecture (bottom). All models are trained on 100% of CC-clean with a single seed. IN stands for
ImageNet pre-training.

on just 1% of in-domain data outperforms 100%
CC training for all benchmarks (except VizWiz-
VQA) and both models. These results demonstrate
the benefits of in-domain learning. When compar-
ing MAPL vs. Frozen∗, we observe that MAPL
outperforms Frozen∗ for all tasks and benchmarks
(except VizWiz-VQA) under both 100% and 1%
in-domain settings. In fact, MAPL trained on just
1% in-domain data outperforms Frozen∗ trained
on 100% in-domain data by +3.41% 0-shot accu-
racy and +1.14% 4-shot accuracy averaged across
VQAv2, OK-VQA and TextVQA. Thus, MAPL is
more effective than Frozen∗ at in-domain learning.

Contrary to the above trends, we observe that
MAPL VizWiz under 1% in-domain training per-
forms worse than MAPL COCO or MAPL TextCaps
when evaluated on VizWiz-VQA. We hypothesize
the visual embeddings extracted from CLIP’s vi-
sion encoder for VizWiz images are not as good
as those for COCO or TextCaps’ images because
the distribution of images in VizWiz (captured
by visually-impaired people) is rather different
from the distribution of images CLIP is trained
on (scraped from the web), whereas for COCO
and TextCaps this isn’t the case. When training
MAPL’s mapping network on only 1% of VizWiz
data, we believe the data is not large enough to com-
pensate for the OOD pretrained vision encoder, so
MAPL trained on COCO/TextCaps performs bet-
ter on VizWiz-VQA. For in-domain training with
100% of data and 4/8-shot VQA, the mapping net-
work has enough data to learn from and compen-
sate for the OOD phenomenon. On the other hand,
Frozen∗ does not suffer from this issue because its
vision encoder is trained from scratch, allowing it
to adapt to the image distribution.

Lastly, we observe that MAPL COCO outper-
forms ClipCap COCO by +2.92 BLEU@4 and
+12.12 CIDEr on COCO Captions. MAPL COCO
also outperforms PICa∗ (which represents images
with ground-truth COCO captions) on VQAv2 and
0-shot OK-VQA, and achieves competitive results

on few-shot OK-VQA; this demonstrates represent-
ing images with continuous embeddings is ben-
eficial over caption-based image representations.
Overall, we see that in-domain learning is benefi-
cial and MAPL is more effective at it than similar
methods.

4.4 Impact of data quality and size
To measure the impact of noise in the training data,
we additionally train MAPL and Frozen∗ on the
full CC dataset, consisting of 2.8M6 examples, as
well as on a clean-ish version consisting of the
1.0M most similar image-text pairs. In Table 4,
we observe Frozen∗ achieves similar performance
on few-shot VQA tasks when trained on noisy vs.
clean data; however, Frozen∗’s performance on im-
age captioning decreases when trained on cleaner
but smaller data. In contrast, MAPL generally ben-
efits from cleaner training data, with the exception
of evaluation on CC. We hypothesize both models
perform better on CC when trained on larger (yet
noisier) data because the CC validation set is IID
with the full (noisy) CC training set. In the case of
Frozen∗, as we move away from the IID setting, the
benefits from more data start diminishing (CC cap-
tioning > other captioning tasks > VQA tasks). For
MAPL, the benefit from reduced noise in training
data exceeds the degradation caused by a smaller
data size, thanks to the reduced number of train-
able parameters. These trends align with previous
observations that larger models are more robust to
noisy training data since they have enough capacity
to model both noise and the desired function (Rol-
nick et al., 2017), while smaller models are more
sample-efficient (Vapnik and Chervonenkis, 2015),
i.e. they need less (clean) data to train effectively.
Note that although MAPL’s overall performance is
higher when training on 1.0M than on 0.4M exam-
ples, we decided to train with 0.4M examples be-
cause training on ∼2.5× more data (1.0M instead
of 0.4M) required ∼5× more iterations (always

6This is not the full 3.3M CC due to broken URLs.
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early-stopping based on validation loss). So we
did not think the slight performance increase due
to more data was worth the ∼5× longer training
time, especially because we were operating under
a limited compute budget.

4.5 Ablation studies
In this section, we evaluate how the choice of vision
encoder, LM and mapping network architecture im-
pact MAPL’s performance, and compare it with
corresponding versions of Frozen∗ (where applica-
ble). Results are presented in Table 5. Please refer
to App. A.5 for more ablations.

First, to assess the impact of the choice of vision
encoder, we train additional versions of MAPL
replacing the CLIP pre-trained vision encoder (ViT-
L/14 – 303M parameters) with encoders pre-trained
on ImageNet: NF-ResNet-50 (23.5M) and ViT-
L/16 (303M), and compare their performance with
corresponding versions of Frozen∗. We observe
that: 1) MAPL outperforms Frozen∗ for each con-
figuration of vision encoder, suggesting that MAPL
is robust to the choice of vision encoder’s pre-
training data and architecture; and 2) Frozen∗

’s performance drops with bigger vision encoders
(likely due to more trainable parameters), whereas
MAPL improves due to the use of stronger pre-
trained encoders. Thus, training the vision en-
coder from scratch (Frozen∗) has limited applica-
tion, while MAPL’s performance scales alongside
the pre-trained vision encoder.

Next, to evaluate the impact of the choice of LM,
we train both MAPL and Frozen∗ replacing GPT-J
by OPT-6.7B (Zhang et al., 2022). We see that in
all settings except 0-shot VQAv2, MAPL outper-
forms Frozen∗. See App. A.2 for discussion on
0-shot VQAv2 results. This suggests that MAPL is
robust to the choice of LM. The above results also
highlight how MAPL’s modularity allows to easily
replace the pre-trained vision encoder or the LM.

Lastly, to assess the impact of the choice of map-
ping network architecture, we replace the proposed
transformer-based mapping network with two sim-
pler architectures – a linear layer and a 2-layer
MLP (see App. A.4 for details). We observe both
these versions generally underperform the original
setting (transformer-based), highlighting the effec-
tiveness of the proposed design. We also note that
in these simpler versions, the parameter count is
directly proportional to the vision encoder’s repre-
sentation size and LM’s embedding size, whereas
in MAPL we decouple this using a dimensionality

bottleneck (Sec. 3.1), making our mapping network
more parameter-efficient by design.

4.6 Qualitative results
Figure 3 shows some selected samples from the
web illustrating our interface at inference time us-
ing MAPL CC-clean. The first two columns show
successful results while the last column shows fail-
ure cases. For image captioning (top row), success
cases show MAPL can generate meaningful and
detailed textual descriptions of the scene. For zero-
shot VQA (bottom row), success cases indicate that
MAPL is able to parse the question and connect
visual information to encyclopedic knowledge con-
tained in the pre-trained LM. However, MAPL’s
visio-linguistic understanding is evidently still far
from being perfect. More qualitative results (both
success and failure cases) are provided in App. A.6.

What does this animal eat?

Squirrels eat nuts, seeds, 
berries, and insects.

a man watches the sea birds 
as they fly over the beach.

a rail crossing with a sign 
warning of trains.

What kind of leaf is this?

A maple leaf.

What type of cheese is on 
these vegetables?

broccoli.

a boy playing soccer in the 
field.

Figure 3: Qualitative samples from the web using
MAPL CC-clean. (Multimodal) input is in gray, and
MAPL’s output is in green (success) or red (failure).

5 Conclusion

We introduce MAPL, a simple and parameter-
efficient method to repurpose pre-trained and
frozen unimodal models for multimodal tasks. Our
experiments demonstrate that MAPL achieves su-
perior or competitive performance compared to
similar methods on several VL benchmarks while
training orders of magnitude fewer parameters. Im-
portantly, we also show that MAPL is effective in
the low-data and in-domain settings thanks to its
reduced number of trainable parameters. We leave
as future work exploring training on a weighted
mixture of image-text datasets, evaluating on more
downstream tasks such as NLVR2 (Suhr et al.,
2019) and Visual Dialog (Das et al., 2017), and
investigating the use of masked LMs (Schick and
Schütze, 2021; Chung et al., 2022) with MAPL.
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Limitations

MAPL achieves reasonable performance on VL
tasks, but it is still far from the performance of re-
cent methods leveraging large-scale data and com-
pute. On the other hand, MAPL is a preferable
alternative in scenarios with constrained computa-
tional resources.

We observed our mapping network is sensitive
to initialization, so different random seeds can
yield non-negligible variance in downstream per-
formance. We think this might be related to the
reduced number of trainable parameters. We tried
to reduce the effect of this variance by reporting av-
erage performance across different seeds. We also
observed MAPL struggles to leverage more shots
for in-context learning. We hypothesize this could
be caused by our model being trained on single
image-caption pairs – as opposed to the sequences
of multiple images and texts seen during few-shot
transfer, so a better pretext task might help (see
App. A.1 for further discussion).

MAPL builds on top of pre-trained vision-only
and language-only models, inheriting their capa-
bilities but also their limitations. An important
risk is that our model might inherit the existing
social, gender or racial biases of pre-trained mod-
els. However, our limited qualitative analysis (see
App. A.8) shows that providing visual information
significantly changes the prior answer distribution
of the LM. Therefore, how much of the underlying
bias is retained remains an empirical question.

Ethics Statement

Model recycling. MAPL reuses vision-only and
language-only foundation models. Hence, the ex-
pensive computational resources used to train these
models can be amortized to help reduce energy and
carbon costs.

Public datasets. MAPL is trained uniquely on
publicly available datasets, which facilitates repro-
ducibility and provides transparency on the origin
and the characteristics of the data the model has
seen.

Undesired biases. MAPL could be exposed to
undesired biases from different sources. The pre-
trained vision encoder might have been trained with
data where certain races or genders are underrepre-
sented, hence biasing our representation of images.
The pre-trained LM might also be biased towards
generating toxic or offensive language when fed

with certain prompts. Finally, the image-text data
used to align the representation spaces of such mod-
els was annotated by humans, so it might reflect a
biased view of the world.

Broader impact. This work shows how one
can easily adapt pre-trained vision encoders and
LMs for multimodal tasks. Given the parameter-
efficiency of our method, we believe it should be of
great interest to the sections of the community that
do not have access to large compute resources (e.g.,
small academic labs and independent researchers),
and for low-data applications. While MAPL can
be applied in many useful applications (e.g., aid-
ing visually-impaired people), it also makes it sim-
pler to create malicious or offensive multimodal
systems from existing unimodal models. Further
research efforts are needed on how to safely deploy
such systems so that their behavior always aligns
with ethical values.
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A Appendix

A.1 Leveraging more shots

In Table 2, we observe MAPL’s performance
rapidly plateaus as the number of few-shot exam-
ples increases beyond 4. We hypothesize this could
be related to the mapping network being trained
on single image-caption pairs, and/or the visual
embeddings still not being fully in-distribution
with the language embeddings. Intuitively, a
handful of examples may often help with task
location (Reynolds and McDonell, 2021); how-
ever, the more shots are added, the more out-of-
distribution the multimodal prompt becomes. This
issue could be mitigated with in-context example
selection (Yang et al., 2021) or better mixing of
visual and textual modalities.

A.2 0-shot VQAv2 results with OPT

In Table 5, we observe Frozen∗-OPT outperforms
MAPL-OPT on 0-shot VQAv2. Upon close inspec-
tion, we notice MAPL-OPT often generates longer
answers for yes/no questions, which receive a score
of 0 according to VQA accuracy and VQAv2 refer-
ence answers – this is a problem of the metric and
not the model itself (Agrawal et al., 2022). After
filtering all answers starting with "yes" or "no" to
leave only the short answer, MAPL-OPT achieves
a VQA accuracy of 40.14% while Frozen∗-OPT
only reaches 32.03%.

A.3 4-shot results with OPT

In Table 5, we also observe that few-shot VQA
performance is considerably lower for configura-
tions using OPT-6.7B as language model. This
is possibly due to the lack of a relative positional
encoding (Shaw et al., 2018) in OPT, which is re-
quired for the transformer to generalize to prompt
sequences where an image is not always in the first
absolute position, or which contain more than one
image (Tsimpoukelli et al., 2021).

A.4 Implementation details on simpler
mapping networks

In Sec. 4.5, we ablate the choice of mapping net-
work architecture and replace it by simpler archi-
tectures. Similarly to Eichenberg et al. (2021);
Merullo et al. (2022), the linear mapping is ap-
plied per-position on top of a flattened grid of vi-
sual features, and it projects from Di = 1024 to
Do = 4096 dimensions (4.2M parameters). The
output sequence length Lo is thus equal to Li =

257 (instead of 32) – as explained in Sec. 3.1, this
increases the computational complexity in the sub-
sequent LM, which in turn increases training and
inference time considerably. Similarly to Mokady
et al. (2021), the 2-layer MLP is applied on top
of a global vector of visual features. The MLP’s
hidden dimensionality Dh is equal to Di = 1024,
and the output dimensionality is Do = 32 ∗ 4096,
which we split into 32 vectors of 4096 dimensions
(135.3M parameters).

A.5 Additional ablation studies

Table 6 shows the results of our additional ablation
studies. Unless specified otherwise, we perform all
ablations on MAPL CC-clean trained with 100% of
the data. These experiments are run only once and
early stopping is based on the validation split of
Conceptual Captions.

Pre-trained vision encoder. We ablate the pre-
trained vision encoder used to compute image rep-
resentations. We report results in row (i) of Table 6.
We compare two CLIP (Radford et al., 2021) vari-
ants, our choice based on the ViT-L/14 backbone
and the ViT-B/32 backbone. Indeed, the ViT-L/14
based vision encoder has an average +20% advan-
tage over the ViT-B/32 variant. We hypothesize
this improvement is probably due to finer-grained
image patches and a bigger model size.

Global vs. grid visual features. Grid features –
as opposed to global features – preserve the spatial
information in images. This kind of fine-grained
information might be useful for complex VL tasks.
To measure the impact of grid features, we train a
version of MAPL where we use the global image
representation from CLIP’s multimodal embedding
space. Results are reported in row (ii) of Table 6.
We observe an average -10% drop in performance,
validating our choice of using grid over global vi-
sual features.

Mapping network architecture. We ablate the
architectural design of our mapping network in
rows (iii) and (v) of Table 6. First, we ablate the
size of our mapping network in terms of depth and
hidden size. We explore three options: Small (2 lay-
ers and hidden size of 128), Medium (4 layers and
hidden size of 256), and Large (8 layers and hidden
size of 512). We see that using a smaller mapping
network generally performs slightly worse than the
base model. On the other hand, using a larger map-
ping network improves only in image captioning
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Ablated Original Changed VQAv2 OK-VQA TextVQA VizWiz-VQA CC COCO TextCaps VizWiz-Caps Overall ∆
setting value value 4-shot 4-shot 4-shot 4-shot CIDEr CIDEr CIDEr CIDEr 4-shot CIDEr

MAPL 46.39 25.49 9.87 20.02 71.90 54.90 23.30 21.70 0 0
(i) Vision encoder CLIP-ViT-L/14 CLIP-ViT-B/32 43.48 24.43 7.85 15.97 59.20 47.00 19.00 15.70 -2.51 -7.73

(ii) Visual features Grid Global 43.75 22.90 8.81 18.20 66.70 49.70 18.40 19.90 -2.03 -4.28

(iii) Mapping
Medium

Small 44.83 26.37 9.68 17.78 68.30 55.50 21.30 20.80 -0.78 -1.48
network size Large 45.03 23.92 8.88 19.01 73.40 57.10 24.00 23.10 -1.23 +1.45

(iv) Output
32

16 44.18 25.16 9.01 18.15 72.80 56.20 22.50 21.80 -1.32 +0.37
seq. length 64 45.22 25.07 10.35 18.89 74.80 58.30 24.30 24.80 -0.56 +2.60

(v) Learned constant
Yes No 40.87 19.31 11.42 16.79 80.52 57.49 30.07 26.16 -3.35 +5.61

embeddings

(vi) Data quality Clean Noisy
42.80 22.59 6.06 17.33 93.80 42.10 15.60 15.70 -3.25 -1.15

Visual features Grid Global

Table 6: Ablation studies. "Overall ∆" refers to the difference (ablated model - base model), averaged across
datasets per task.

tasks, while increasing significantly the number of
trainable parameters (from 3.4M to 19.5M). We
also ablate the output sequence length Lo of our
mapping network. Similarly, reducing the output
sequence length to 16 yields slightly lower per-
formance overall, and increasing it to 64 only im-
proves in image captioning tasks. In the extreme,
we completely remove the learned constant embed-
dings and output the same sequence length coming
from the vision encoder, i.e., Lo = Li = 257. Fol-
lowing the trend, increasing the number of mapped
visual embeddings is beneficial for image caption-
ing but hurts VQA performance, while notably re-
ducing training and inference throughput.

Data quality & visual features. This ablation
setting aims to be the most similar to Frozen: train-
ing on the full (noisy) Conceptual Captions dataset
while using global visual features. Results are re-
ported in row (vi) of Table 6. The overall perfor-
mance is worse than that of our base model (-16%
on average), but still better than Frozen∗ CC on Ta-
ble 4 (+81% on average). This validates our choice
of using grid visual features while training on a
subset of cleaner data.

A.6 Additional qualitative results

Figures 4-15 show additional qualitative results of
MAPL CC-clean on random samples from different
image captioning and VQA datasets. For VQA,
in-context learning from 4 shots is performed.

A.7 Interpretability of visual embeddings

Using MAPL CC−clean, we extract mapped visual
embeddings (after the mapping network) for ∼30
images from the COCO Karpathy-test set, and com-
pute the nearest token embeddings (from the LM’s
vocabulary) using cosine similarity. We rarely
found the top-5 nearest tokens correspond to con-
cepts present in the image, suggesting these em-

beddings are not interpretable. We hypothesize
this is perhaps because they carry a combination
of task-inducing and image-specific information,
also pointed out by Mokady et al. (2021). We fur-
ther cluster the mapped visual embeddings with
K-means, and observe that each cluster often rep-
resents some visual concept (e.g., animals, food,
sports). This means the mapped visual embeddings
retain visual information from the vision encoder,
which we also verify with MAPL’s performance
on VL benchmarks.

A.8 Analysis of VQA answer distributions

In this section, we show the distribution of answers
for selected VQAv2 question types. We compare
MAPL with several baselines of our model to get
insights into how the model’s predictions change
when training on increasing multimodal data. For
the text-only baseline, we only provide the ques-
tion text to the LM. This is different from the pre-
viously introduced blind baseline (Sec. 4.1), where
a blacked-out image is also provided. In particular,
we compare the predicted answer distribution of
MAPL COCO evaluated on on zero- and few-shot
VQA with the aforementioned baselines and the
ground truth. Overall, we observe the predicted
answer distribution gets closer to the ground truth
answer distribution (Figure 21) as more informa-
tion from the image-question pair is provided to
the model. We notice a considerable shift in the an-
swer distribution from the text-only baseline (Fig-
ure 16) to the blind baseline, which demonstrates
the impact caused by the captions alone. More-
over, we see the predicted answer distribution of
MAPL zero-shot is closer to the ground truth an-
swer distribution than that of the blind baseline
(Figure 17), which indicates that MAPL is lever-
aging the additional information from the visual
input. For instance, we observe MAPL’s predicted
answer distribution for the "what color" question
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type (second column) looks more similar to the
ground truth distribution compared to the text-only
and blind baselines. Finally, when performing in-
context learning from four shots (Figure 19), we
see the answer distribution gets even closer to the
ground truth distribution. However, we do not ob-
serve much difference in answer distribution when
increasing the number of shots from four to eight
(Figure 20).
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Input

Ground truth
stadium coming alive on game 

day !.

and what 's the umbrella for 
? a woman braves deep flood 

water.

my little brother will 
probably have this cake for 

his birthday.
the hand of person --.

sunset from the stadium.
a woman holds an umbrella as 
she walks through the flooded 

streets.

a cake for a video game 
themed birthday party.

a superman logo with a fist 
and lightning bolt.

Completion

Figure 4: MAPL’s image captioning on Conceptual Captions.

Input

Ground truth
A couple of large long trains 

on a track.
A bird perched on top of a 

wooden power pole.

Parking meter that is 
expired, with damp street 

below

The meal consists of chopped 
chicken with cheese and 

brocolli.

a train passes a station with 
a woman and a child.

a crow perched on a power 
pole.

the vending machine is a 
relic of the past.

this is what i made for 
dinner tonight.

Completion

Figure 5: MAPL’s image captioning on COCO Captions.

Input

Ground truth An old book has a picture of 
a baby sat in a swing and an 
article of the same name next 

to it.

Tyler Hanover is displayed on 
a outfield scoreboard.

A English two pence coin is 
seen close up wedged into a 

piece of wood.

Imperial Oat oatmeal stout is 
shown having a yellow can 
with a horse drawing on it.

a child's swing from a 
magazine.

a sign outside the stadium 
with a picture of baseball 

player on it.
a penny on a tree. brewery's new beer, a golden 

ale, is named after a horse.

Completion

Figure 6: MAPL’s image captioning on TextCaps.

Input

Ground truth
I see two cans of select 

harvest on a table

A white paper has braille 
textured writing in a 

sentence.

a black colored laptop 
computer back with different 

description labels

A black monitor with white 
font lettering on top of it

product of the week - canned 
beans. the old braille on the sheet. the laptop has a sticker on 

the back.
a close up of a blurred image 

of the letters e and s.

Completion

Figure 7: MAPL’s image captioning on VizWiz Captions.
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Support examples Query

Input

Question: Is this 
duck on land? 
Answer: no.

Question: How tall 
is the grass? 

Answer: very tall.

Question: Is it 
night time? 
Answer: no.

Question: Where are 
the flowers? 

Answer: in vase.

Question: What 
drink is being 
served? Answer:

Ground truth

beer
beer
beer
soda
beer
Beer
tea
beer
beer
beer

beer.

Completion

Support examples Query

Input Ground truth

on clock
on clock
on clock
on clock

 perched on clock
on top of clock
top of clock
on clock

on top of clock
on top of clock

on the clock.

Completion

Support examples Query

Question: What are 
the wearing around 

their necks? 
Answer: 

credentials.

Question: Is there 
a ball in the air? 

Answer: yes

Question: How many 
red cars can you 
spot? Answer: 2.

Question: Are 
these people water 
skiing? Answer: 

no.

Question: Where 
are the birds? 

Answer:

Support examples Query Ground truth

Ground truth

yes
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
yes

Completion

Input

no.

Support examples Query

Question: What 
color is the 

persons sweater? 
Answer: black.

Question: Is the 
number of placemats 
the same as the 
number of chairs? 

Answer: no.

Question: Is there 
a tree behind the 
sign? Answer: yes.

Question: Has this 
area been blocked 
off? Answer: no.

Question: Is the 
flag at half mast? 

Answer:

Question: Do you 
think that cake is 
for the child or 

adult? Answer: child.

Question: What is on 
the man on the 

right's forearm? 
Answer: hair.

Support examples

Ground truth

toilet
in toilet
Toilet
toilet
toilet

in toilet
toilet
toilet
toilet
toilet

in the toilet.

Completion

Query

Input

Question: What is 
the bird looking 
at? Answer: 
camera.

Question: Why are 
there shadows? 
Answer: from 
lights.

Question: How many 
people are actively 
cooking or preparing 
food in the kitchen? 
Answer: 0.

Question: Is the 
street light as 
tall as the clock 
tower? Answer: no.

Question: Where is 
the cat? Answer:

Figure 8: MAPL’s 4-shot VQA on VQAv2, success cases.
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Support examples Query

Input Ground truth

patty cake
 food
food
food
food
food

origami
appetizers

food
dinner

noodles.

Completion
Question: What are 

the children 
making? Answer:

Question: Are 
these people on 
their way to 

school? Answer: 
no.

Question: Is there 
a person looking 
at the back? 
Answer: no.

Question: What 
color is the 
surfboard? 

Answer: blue.

Question: How 
many smaller 

boxes are in the 
larger box? 
Answer: 1.

Support examples Query

Question: Do you 
think that cake is 
for the child or 

adult? Answer: child.

Question: What is on 
the man on the 

right's forearm? 
Answer: hair.

Question: Is this 
indoors? Answer: 

no.

Question: Is the 
street busy? 
Answer: no.

Support examples

Ground truth

Afternoon
day

daytime
Day

afternoon
morning
daytime
evening
afternoon
 daytime

it's a sign.

Question: Which 
color is dominant? 
Answer: brown.

Question: Is this 
a waiting room? 
Answer: yes.

Question: What 
time of day is it? 

Answer

Completion

Query

Input

Support examples Query

Input

Question: How 
many parasails 
do you see? 
Answer: 4.

 Question: How 
many cats are in 
the picture? 
Answer: 2.

Question: How 
many books are in 
the background on 

the table? 
Answer: 11.

 Question: What 
type of pizza is 
this? Answer: 

cheese.

Question: Where 
should a person 
stand in order to 
be seen here? 

Answer:

Ground truth

 by sign
by sign

stop sign
in light

on corner
by stop sign
by stop sign
at stop sign

in light in front of sign
in front

in the middle of 
the road.

Completion

Support examples Query Ground truth

Ground truth

bread
bread
food
bread
bread
bread
rolls
bread
bread
banana

Completion

Input

Question: Is the 
man wearing a 

wetsuit? Answer: 
no.

Question: Is 
there a window 
in the kitchen? 
Answer: yes.

Question: Do 
they all play 
for the same 
team? Answer: 

yes.

Question: Is 
this a market? 
Answer: yes.

Question: What is 
in the bowl? 

Answer:
cheese, fruit, 

bread, butter, jam, 
yoghurt, milk.

Support examples Query

Figure 9: MAPL’s 4-shot VQA on VQAv2, failure cases.
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Question: Do you 
think that cake is 
for the child or 

adult? Answer: child.

Question: What is on 
the man on the 

right's forearm? 
Answer: hair.

Support examples

Ground truth

cat
cat
cat
cat

inhumane and noisy
inhumane and noisy
there is cat in it
there is cat in it

cat in bag
cat in bag

cat.

Completion

Query

Input

Question: What 
breed of dog is 
this? Answer: 

boxer.

Question: What type 
of knife is being 
used to cut this 

apple? Answer: flick 
knife.

Question: What 
powers the front 
most vehicle? 
Answer: feet.

Question: What is the 
green vegatable in 
the salad? Answer: 

green pepper.

Question: What issues 
would someone have 

bringing this suitcase 
on a plane? Answer:

Ground truth

picnic
picnic
 picnic
picnic

fall party
fall party
 lunch
lunch
party
 party

picnic.

Completion

Input

Support examples Query

Question: Horses 
typically eat what 
types of fruits? 
Answer: apple.

Question: What is a 
slang name for this 
type of motorcycle? 

Answer: crotch 
rocket.

Question: Who uses 
this mode of 

transportation? 
Answer: travel.

Question: What 
type of energy is 
moving the board? 
Answer: kinetic 

energy.

Question: What 
type of function 
is happening here? 

Answer:

Support examples Query Ground 
truth

Ground truth

llama
llama
llama
llama
horse
horse
goat
goat
alpaca
alpaca

Completion

Input

llama.

Support examples Query

Question: Namw what 
kind of wood is used 
to make this table 

shown in this 
picture? Answer: oak.

Question: Which 
brand of car is 
shown in this 

picture? Answer: 
chevrolet.

Question: What 
insturments could be 
used while the man is 

singing? Answer: 
guitar.

Question: What emotion 
are the people in the 
photo experiencing 
towards each other? 

Answer: love.

Question: What is 
the animal to the 

left?

Support examples Query

Input Ground truth

cardboard
cardboard
cardboard
cardboard
cardboard
cardboard
cardboard
cardboard
wooden
wooden

cardboard.

Completion

Support examples Query

Question: What is 
this toy made of? 

Answer:

Question: Which 
type of animal is 
shown? Answer: 

zebra.

Question: Who owns 
the horses? 

Answer: farmer.

Question: From what 
vegetable does the food 
come from in the top 
left of the picture? 

Answer: potato.

Question: Would you 
eat this for 

breakfast or for a 
snack? Answer: 
breakfast.

Figure 10: MAPL’s 4-shot VQA on OK-VQA, success cases.
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Support examples Query Ground truth

Ground truth

learn
learn
learn
learn
learn
learn
study
study
study
study

Completion

Input

working on a 
computer.

Support examples Query

Question: Namw what 
kind of wood is used to 
make this table shown 

in this picture? 
Answer: oak.

Question: Which 
brand of car is 
shown in this 

picture? Answer: 
chevrolet.

Question: What 
insturments could be 
used while the man is 

singing? Answer: 
guitar.

Question: What emotion 
are the people in the 
photo experiencing 
towards each other? 

Answer: love.

Question: What item 
does the male and 
female in the 

foreground have in 
common? Answer:

Question: Do you 
think that cake is 
for the child or 
adult? Answer: 

child.

Question: What is 
on the man on the 
right's forearm? 
Answer: hair.

Support examples

Ground truth

 macbook
macbook
 macbook
 macbook
dell
dell

 samsung
 samsung

 macbook air
macbook air

laptop.

Completion

Query

Input

Question: What 
emotion is this 
person feeling? 
Answer: anger.

Question: How does 
this table close? 
Answer: it fold 

up.

Question: Can this 
room be rented to 

hold meetings in or 
is it free? Answer: 

rented.

Question: What kind 
of relationship do 
these people have? 
Answer: co worker.

Name the laptop 
model shown in 
this picture?

Ground truth

clock
clock
clock
clock

 tell time
tell time
residential
residential
lighthouse
lighthouse

it is a sundial.

Completion

Input

Support examples Query

Question: What is 
the red part of 
this vehicle 

called? Answer: 
bumper.

Question: When a person 
wears a purse or bag in 
this way what is it 
called? Answer: 

crossbody.

Question: What 
type of bed is in 
the photo? Answer: 

canopy bed.

Question: What is 
the object that the 
dog is holding used 
for? Answer: brush.

Question: What is 
the purpode of the 
tower to the left? 

Answer:

Support examples Query

Input Ground truth

bill gate
bill gate
bill gate
bill gate

charles babbage
charles babbage

osborne
osborne

adam osborne
adam osborne

person.

Completion

Support examples Query

Question: Who 
invented these 
items? Answer:

Question: What 
country could 
these people be 

in? Answer: kenya.

 Question: What 
type of shirt is 
the man on the 
right wearing? 

Answer: collared.

Question: What breed 
of cat could this 

be? Answer: domestic 
shorthair.

Question: Where is 
the brim on this 
fellows hat? 

Answer: in back.

Figure 11: MAPL’s 4-shot VQA on OK-VQA, failure cases.
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Question: Do you 
think that cake is 
for the child or 
adult? Answer: 

child.

Question: What is 
on the man on the 
right's forearm? 
Answer: hair.

Support examples

Ground truth

ships
ships
ships
ships
ships
ships
ships
ships
ships
ships

ships.

Completion

Query

Input

Question: what 
brand of soda is in 

the bottles? 
Answer: pepsi and 

diet pepsi.

Question: what does 
the black sign say? 

Answer: und 
filmgesselschaft 
baden-wurttemberg.

Question: what 
symbol is used to 
show danger in the 
water? Answer: 

exclamation point.

Question: when was 
the photo taken? 
Answer: 2015.

Question: what is 
the sky filled 
with? Answer:

Support examples Query

Input Ground truth

stop
stop
stop
stop
stop
stop
stop
stop
stop
stop

stop.

CompletionQuestion: what 
number is the 

pitcher? Answer: 
30.

Question: where is 
2 km away? Answer: 
appletreewick.

Question: where is 
the ship from? 

Answer: duty free.

Question: what is 
the brand name? 
Answer: casarsa.

Question: what 
does the red sign 
mean? Answer:

Support examples Query

Input Ground truth

 old labour
working class
working-class
new labour
working

working-class
working class
unanswerable

working
lucky strike

the working 
class.

Completion

Support examples Query

Question: what class 
were the people who 
had resisted on this 

page? Answer:

Question: who 
brews this? 

Answer: the urkney 
brewery.

Question: what 
title is shown on 
screen? Answer: 
mac on intel.

Question: what is 
the player's 

number? Answer: 
23.

Question: what does 
the paper warn us 
of? Answer: meter 

broken.

Support examples Query Ground 
truth

Ground truth

yes
yes
yes
yes
Yes

le web
yes
yes
yes
yes

Completion

Input

yes.

Support examples Query

 Question: what is 
the first time frame 

listed? Answer: 
8:45.

Question: what's 
on the tv crew 
shirts? Answer: 

numbers.

Question: are they 
celebrating a 

mainstream gaming 
anniversary? Answer: 

yes.

Question: what's the 
likely name of this 

device? Answer: 
john's snow.

Question: was this 
picture sent? 

Answer:

Figure 12: MAPL’s 4-shot VQA on TextVQA, success cases.
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Question: Do you 
think that cake is 
for the child or 

adult? Answer: child.

Question: What is on 
the man on the 

right's forearm? 
Answer: hair.

Support examples

Ground truth

cave of a thousand tales
cave of a thousand tales
cave of a thousand tales
cave of a thousand tales
cave of a thousand tales
cave of a thousand tales
cave of a thousand tales
cave of a thousand tales
cave of a thousand tales
cave of a thousand tales

the book of 
tales.

Completion

Query

Input

Question: what is 
the plane's call 
sign? Answer: 

usaf.

Question: what is 
this suppose to do? 

Answer: keep 
recycling materials.

Question: who 
produced this 

product? Answer: 
pilot.

Question: what 
model of product 
is this? Answer: 

m1-100.

Question: what is 
the title? Answer:

Support examples Query

Input Ground truth

q
q
q
22
q
q
q
q
q
q

a mouse.

Completion
Question: what 
does the book 

title say? Answer: 
ex delicto.

Question: who is 
the author of the 

book? Answer: 
steven brust.

Question: what 
is the weight of 

this coin? 
Answer: 1/4oz.

Question: what 
does it say on the 

bottom row of 
text? Answer: et a 
classe unique.

Question: what is 
to the right of 
the tab key? 

Answer:

Support examples Query

Input Ground truth

unanswerable
3m

post-it
post it

3m
3m

post-it
3m

post-it
3m

person.

Completion

Support examples Query

Question: what 
company in on the 
bottom corner of 
the box? Answer:

Question: what is 
written on the 
white labels on 
these containers? 
Answer: mcub.

Question: what tab 
is highlighted 

above the desktop? 
Answer: console.

Question: what 
number is the man 

holding the 
jacket? Answer: 4.

Question: what 
hour does the 

black sport watch 
show? Answer: 12.

Support examples Query Ground truth

Ground truth

army medical museum
 5:30

army medical museum 
army medical museum
army medical museum
 surgeon general's 

office
 army medical museum
 army medical museum
 army medical museum
 army medical museum

Completion

Input

the first 
christmas.

Support examples Query

Question: what is the 
name of the state on 
the sign the airplane 
is carrying? Answer: 

iowa.

Question: what are 
the words in red? 
Answer: merry 
christmas!.

Question: what 
time is it? 

Answer: 18:53.

Question: what is the 
motto written on the 
jamestown awning ad? 
Answer: we've got you 

covered.

 Question: what is 
the title of the 
paper? Answer:

Figure 13: MAPL’s 4-shot VQA on TextVQA, failure cases.
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Support examples Query

Input Ground truth

white
 purple
purple
blue
purple
blue
purple
purple
blue
purple

purple.

Completion
Question: This is the 
display of a treadmill, 
can you tell me the 
distance in miles, 

please? Answer: 3.28.

Question: What's the 
name of this album and 
can you tell me the 
picture of the album 

please? Answer: picture 
smiling man in hat.

Question: Could you 
please tell me what 
is this? Thank you. 
Answer: red tipped 

cable.

Question: I need to 
know what kind of 
build this is. 

Answer: 
unanswerable.

Question: What 
color is this 
marker? Answer:

Support examples Query

Input Ground truth

ginger ale
canada dry ginger ale

ginger drink
ginger ale
gingerale
gingerale
gingerale

canada dry ginger
canada dry ginger ale

ginger ale

ginger ale.

Completion

Support examples Query

Question: What is 
in this can? Thank 

you. Answer:

Question: What 
does this mean? 
Answer: radio 

time.

Question: Are you 
able to tell if 
there is any mold 
on the bread? 
Answer: no.

Question: What is 
this? Answer: 

pizza.

 Question: Does 
this text say? 
Answer: braille.

Question: Do you 
think that cake is 
for the child or 

adult? Answer: child.

Question: What is on 
the man on the 

right's forearm? 
Answer: hair.

Support examples

Ground truth

glasses
glasses
glasses

eyeglasses
 pair glasses

glasses
 pair glasses

 glasses
eye glasses
pair glasses

glasses.

Completion

Query

Input

Question: What kind 
of cleaning product 
is this? Answer: rug 
doctor high traffic 

pre treatment.

Question: Do you 
see any number on 
the CD? Answer: 

no.

Question: What tv 
show is this? 

Answer: unable to 
see tv.

 Question: I'm trying 
to figure out what 

this phone is. 
Answer: unanswerable.

Question: What is 
this? Answer:

Support examples Query Ground truth

Ground truth

rug
 blanket

rug
rug

unsuitable
mattress
 blinds
rug

unanswerable
placemat

Completion

Input

a rug.

Support examples Query

Question: What is 
in this box? 
Answer: pasta 
meatballs.

Question: What 
color is my hair? 

Answer: 
unsuitable.

Question: What 
kind of juice is 
this? Answer: 
unanswerable.

Question: What is 
this? Answer: 
unanswerable.

 Question: Hey, 
what is this? 

Answer:

Figure 14: MAPL’s 4-shot VQA on VizWiz-VQA, success cases.
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Support examples Query

Input Ground truth

persons back
 boy

 mans head
person

Back someones head 
shoulders
 back man

unanswerable
 grey shirt

boy
picture back person

a wireless mouse.

Completion
Question: What is 
this? Answer:

Question: What 
color is this 
pen? Answer: 

black.

Question: What are 
the c.i.d. number and 

password on the 
bottom of this modem? 
Answer: unsuitable 

image.

Question: What 
color is this 

blanket? Answer: 
brown.

Question: What 
do you see in 
this picture? 
Answer: gas 

pump.

Support examples Query

Support examples Query Ground truth

Ground truth

country fried chicken gravy
country fried chicken gravy
country fried chicken gravy

chicken
country fried chicken gravey
country fried chicken gravy
marie callenders country 

fried chicken gravy
country fried steak mashed 

potatoes corn
country fried chicken gravy
country fried chicken gravy

Completion

Input

Question: Are you 
able to see how 

much water to use? 
Answer: unsuitable.

 Question: Can I 
use this for a 

headache? 
Answer: 

unsuitable.

Question: What 
kind of coffee is 
this? Answer: 

colombia supremo 
la valle verde.

Question: What is 
this? Answer: 
cream mushroom 
condensed soup.

Question: Can you 
tell what dinner 
this is? Answer: chicken and 

broccoli.

Support examples Query

Support examples Query

Question: What's the 
name of this album 
and can you tell me 
the picture of the 

album please? 
Answer: chad morgan.

 Question: Whats 
this? Answer: 
money from 
iraqi.

Question: What 
is this? Answer: 

playstation 
controller.

Question: What 
is this? Answer: 

heineken.

Question: What 
kind of shirt am I 
wearing? Answer:

unsuitable
silk

unsuitable
unsuitable

white
unsuitable

unanswerable
unsuitable
unsuitable
unsuitable

a shirt.

Completion

Input Ground truth

Question: Do you 
think that cake is 
for the child or 
adult? Answer: 

child.

Question: What is 
on the man on the 
right's forearm? 
Answer: hair.

Question: What is 
this thing? 

Answer: plant.

Question: Can you 
please describe this 
card and then is it 
upside down? Answer: 
stained glass no.

Support examples

Ground truth

strawberry.
juice box
 juice
juice

 unanswerable
strawberry kiwi 

juice
juice box

fruitables juice
 unanswerable

 juice
strawberry kiwi

a strawberry.

Question: I am looking for 
a handheld radio, kind of 
like a walkie talkie. I 
have a big radio and a 
smaller radio. Answer: 

unanswerable.

Question: What 
brand is this? 

Thank you. Answer: 
unsuitable.

Question: What is 
this package? 

Answer:

Completion

Query

Input

Figure 15: MAPL’s 4-shot VQA on VizWiz-VQA, failure cases.

Figure 16: Predicted answer distributions for selected VQAv2 question types with the text-only baseline.
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Figure 17: Predicted answer distributions for selected VQAv2 question types with the blind baseline.

Figure 18: Predicted answer distributions for selected VQAv2 question types with MAPL 0-shot.

Figure 19: Predicted answer distributions for selected VQAv2 question types with MAPL 4-shot.

Figure 20: Predicted answer distributions for selected VQAv2 question types with MAPL 8-shot.

Figure 21: Ground truth answer distributions for selected VQAv2 question types.
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